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"We are like those kids who strain 
• their backs pulling a toy cart up a 
slope for the absurd and short-lived 
enjoyment which the downhill slide 
will provide." (page 21) 

Pitigrilli's mordant wit and light
headed cynicism has had to wait for 
rediscovery by ttie drug energized 
consciousness of me 70's, while 
Fitzgerald's Great Gatsby and Hem
ingway's The Sun Also Rises found 
immediate success among alcohol
influenced contemporaries. Appear
ing one year before Crowley's Diary 
of a Dmg Fiend, Pitigrilli's Cocaine 
combines occult sensualism and jour
nalistic realism to give a vivid picture 
of ttie cocaine crazed demimonde of 
ttie Parisian 1920's. 
Provocatively illustrated by Jim Osborne. 

288 Pgs , 7x4¼ $ 3.50 · 

Price includes sales tax and postage. 
Individual orders must include payment. 

(Stores and distributors inquire.) 
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Books 
THE SECRET WAR AGAINST DOPE by 
Andrew Tully (New York: C9ward, M_c
Cann, and Geohagen, $7.gs) and NARK! 
by Joe Eszterhas (San Francisco: 
Straight Arrow Books, $7.95) Andrew 

Tully, a Washington
based author whose 
previous titles in
clude The FBl's Most 
Famous Cases, 
White Tie. and Dag
ger, and Treasury 
Agent, doubt less 
writes at a de&k c lut
tered with Official 
Reports and ' Agency 
Fact Sheets that 

champion the U.S. Customs Bureau's 
courageous battle against slimy drug 
smugglers, for he,.writes "this book is 
about good guys and bad guys. The 
author is on the side of tMe good guys. 
The reader wi ll search in vain for social
worker asides about the pusher driven to 
his vicious t rade by poverty qr by an 
unsympathetic parent or because he 
couldn't get along with his teddy bear. 
He has no redeeming virtues. He de
serves only our cold, fearful contempt." 
Yet Tully acknowledges his grudging 
admirat ion for the Corsican smack czars 
- a respect he shares with many nar
cot ics agents and officials for whom, 
after all , the cop-and-robbers games 
they play (o_n an international scale with 
unlimited expense accounts) would be 
impossible without some redoubtable 
foes, or at least the public belief in their 
malefic existence. 

Tully details case afte~ case in which 
heinous grass or smack traffickers (he 
seldom distinguishes between the two) 
are brought to justice by dedicated 
Customs agents and their allies. He 
fattens his book with a blizzard of 
Dragnet details. The unequivocal myth
ology of drug law enforcement enables 
Tully to put forth such fantasies as this 
desc~iption of a sm uggler: " . . . despite 
a preoccupation with h'is well-built 
physique, he . was a periodic cocaine 
user, which probably explained why he 
had a nasty habit of slugging people in 
the middle of a friendly conversation." 

Rolling Stone hot-
shot Joe Eszterhas 

-

i ._.- -__ · , reports the sam e game from quite an-
other point of view. 
Nark! surveys the 61-
forts of ambitious 

~, .-. off ic ials, publicity-
• hungry cops, and, 
.._-~- --~ vicious narcs whose 
"macabre lusts for the death forces" find 
expression in the busting, brutalization , 
and even murder of smalr-time dealers , 
users , "suspects," dissidents, and 
anyone else who happens to incur t heir 
repressive wrath. Eszterhas goes behind 
the bad,ges of the narcs; of Sgt. NeEil 
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Purcell , whose crusade against Timothy 
Leary and t he Brotherhood of Eternal 
Love ·was a personal vendetta largely 
based on fantasy; and the army of narcs 
whose aerial assault on a poor hippie 
with a small grass stash escalated into 
a mini-My Lai before the victim was 
dispatched with a bullet in the back. 
Especially devastating is his portrait of 
informerSandy White, a hostile ex
junkie and shock t reatment vet ("elec
trode casualty") who brags of busting 
hundreds of friends , lovers, and casual 
acquaintances, and finally turned on 
even her narc friends by providing 
Eszterhas with some of his most dis
turbing information on the inner lives of 
some narcs.-Joe Kane 

• WHITE SUBWAY by William Burroughs 
(Aloes Books, 21 , Carleton Road, Lon
don N7, U.S. price $3,.95) White Subway 

· , is a train of thought, 
- _ · : , .. rocketing in an-- up-. 11- ':( -::· town express sort of 

A.TORS - 1 · :, way past platforms 
' . crowded with staring, · 

l
' lf irridescent zombies, 
~ bedaubed with graf-

·. r fitti , and policed by 
t - vending machines 

_____ .. that vend heroin or 
whatever dreams are made of·. On its 
way, White Subway bypasses locals, 
and other trains going cul turally down
town, and occasional ly takes a tum so 
violently that the passengers are thrown 
to the floor. Pardon me for tai lgating the 
metaphor, but after all, it's not a habit 
Burroughs is entirely innocent of him
self. You do have to expect a certain 
amount of repetitiveness from any junk
ie, even a completely rehabil itated 
litterateurof a junkie. • 

For example, Burroughs has a lot of 
favorite words, like "occlude," as in "my 
asshole is occluding." There are the 
repetitive hallucinations, " stretching to 
the •postcard sky," of which his novels 
are, to put it generously , constructed
each of them more or less, orig inal but 
simultaneously interchangeable with al
most any other scene in any other book. 
In short , the more you read Burroughs 
the greater grows your felling of deja vu. 
On the other hand , that's part of his 
genius: who else has translated a life so 
bizarre into images both so meaningful 
and yet so familiar that they border on 
self-parody? Burroughs' books, so out re 
in their relation to most of our lives, 
nonetheless give us the shock of recog
nition. Because he went so far out and 
because he returned fully committed to 
wage tireless war against "occluded 
nostalgia" (a function of repression in 
whatever socio-political form it takes), 
Burroughs had to invent his own 
ciiches. His vocabulary locks step with 
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the subtle but pervasive intrusion of his 
esoteric experience into all our relatively 
virginal worlds. His distilled science 
fiction, cowboy, and private eye sce
narios and his cut-up sentences, if reaa 
or listened to patiently, reposition the 
reader to get the old sodomist's point: 
that heroin , habit and cure, is a libera
tion from idealism, rationalization, self
deception , and the "reality addicticrn" 
that makes them necessary. 

This is made (sort of) clear in "The 
Beginning Is Also The Encf' (p. 35): "• 
am not an addict. I am the addict. The 
addict I invented to keep this show in the 
junk road. I am all the addicts and all the 
junk in the world. I am junk and I am 
hooked forever. Now I am using junk as a 
basic i llustration. Extend it. I am reality 
and I am hooked , on, reality. Give me an 
old wall and a garbage can and I can by 
God sit there forever. Because.J am the 
wall and I am the garbage can. But I need 
someone to sit there and look atthe wall 
and the garbage can. That is I need a 
human host." 

This is a very able personification of 
maya, or the reality principle, or addic
tion: whatever its proper name, the 
unlovely delusion that exists only for 
those who are deluded by it, those who 
" live" by the posthumous pursuit of ful
fillment through pun;;hase, whether of 
heroin, television , whatever. Burroughs 
has been putting down that trip for thirty 
years. , 

Liberated from the algebra of rieed, 
nothing exists but thought. In that vac
uum Burroughs' fragmentary word pic
tures and even more fragmentary cut-up 
sentences make some kind of sense. 
They are often hilarious (alt-hough noth
ing in White Subway-or anything else 
he's written - compares with Naked 
Lunch in this respect), eloquent in the 
weird Jacobean-junkie imagery ("twist
.ed coat on a bench between worlds"), 
and uncanny in the rabbinical monotone 
of Burroughs' own voice. White Subway 
is a collection of short pieces from little 
magazines published between 1959 and 
1965; vintage crazy Burroughs. If you 
can find it, own it. -Eric Kibble 

CEREMONIAL CHEMISTRY: THE 
RITUAL PERSECUTION OF DRUGS, 
ADDICTS, AND PUSHERS by- Thomas 
Szasz (New York: Anchor Press/ Double
day, $6.95) A psychoanalyst and profes

SZASZ , THOMAS )' 

CE~EMONIAL···· . . ·• CHEMISTRY : 

sor of psychiatry, Dr. 
Szasz has earned a 
national reputation 
by excoriating the 
psychic witchdoc
tors. Ceremonial 
Chemis try i s his 
tenth iconoclast ic at
tack on the church of 
medicine and some 
of its most cherished 
mumbo-jumbo. 

"We have," he writes , "managed to 
replace racial, religious , and military 
coercions and colonial isms, which now 
seem to us dishonorable, w ith medical 
and therapeutic coercions and colonial
i sms, which now seem to us 

honorable." 
Szasz argues the idea that man can

not live without religion. In the Western 
world , science and the general welfare 
have replaced God as objects of wor
sh ip . Y~t . although the faith has 
changed, the ritual has not. One ritual 
is the exorcism of· evil-the persecution 
of scapegoats. ·Among the new scape
goats are drugs, drug usere, and 
sellers. In Szasz' view, control is the 
dominant motive of the witchdoctors of 
this religion of social welfare through 
coercion and the acceptance of th is 
coercion leads only to an increasing 
feeling of alienation and helplessness 
as the individual is removed further and 
further from responsibility for his acts .. 

Szasz includes a very useful appendix 
of the history of the promotion and 
prohibition of drugs from 5000 B.C. to 
the present.-Michae/ Perkins 

MAN AND MARIJUANA: SOME AS
PECTS OF THEIR ANCIENT RELATION
SHIP by Mark David Merlin (Rutherford, 
N.J.: Fairleigh Dickinson University 
Press, $8.00) and THE GOURMET 
GUIDE TO GRASS by Mahash lsyruhash 
and Garry Rusoff (New York: Pinnacle 
Books, $1.50) Man and Marijuana traces 

the hemp plant to its 
~ >W ~ earliest recorded ori
-- gins, and then some. 

"""'-1!1"" Having thrived as a 
wild weed in Central 
Asia centuries before 
man discovered its 
utility, cannabis sa
t iva was scattered 
throughout vast con
tinental tracts by the 

1-.:......1._..i......,.....iagencies of nature; 
wind, water, birds and bees. Nitrogen 
rich soil helped stir its growth. And be
cause of its weedy tenacity marijuana 
competed successfully with other forms 
of plant life. 

Ice Age humans did not at first get 
high on hemp. Too busy with their own 
survival struggle, they wove its f ibers 
into crude nets-'and caught food fish. 
They caulked their huts with hemp. And 
when hunger left them no other choice, 
they ate the plant. 

Perhaps this first taste prompted 
serious cultivation .. Merlin has man
agl;ld to unearth several interesting com
ments by early users. " Pliny," he writes, 
"probably was alluding to hemp when he 
referred to the Gelotophyll is (the laugh
ing leaf), which he said came from Bac
tria, an ancient count ry in the north
eastern part of modern Afghanistan or in 
the general area of central Asia!" To the 
ancient Chinese the weed was a " liber
atorof sin" and yet "a delight giver." And 
wh ile the early Indus civil ization lacked 
scribes, .the later Hindus f requently 
referred to bhang as the gift of God 
Shiva. 

Man and Marijuana is a diffuse and 
awkward study. Merlin's catholicity of 
research bring grass into the focuses of 
morphology, ecology, eotall'y and his
tory, but Man and Ma[iiuana is poorly 
written, roughly edited, and confusing 

· and often unreadable. 
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